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A Cipla pharmacist in a lab on the outskirts of Mumbai
in February. The generic-drug maker plans to sell low -
cost cancer drugs in India and eventually elsew ehere.

By RUMMAN AHMED

Cipla Ltd., one of India's largest generic-drug manufacturers, said it is cutting prices on its cancer medicines by
up to 75%, a move likely to further complicate efforts by big Western pharmaceutical companies seeking to
develop their businesses in India.

Cipla's decision to slash prices comes only weeks after India's patent authority forced Germany's Bayer AG to
grant a license to another Indian generic drug producer for its kidney- and liver-cancer medicine Nexavar.

The ruling, the first of its kind in India, prompted concern
among foreign drug producers that the nation is unlikely to
recognize internationally patented medicines in the future.
Pharmaceutical companies argue they need patent protection
for medicines that treat diseases like cancer. These drugs
involve years of research and are expensive to produce. The
patent office, in its ruling in March, chided Bayer for failing to
make Nexavar available in India sooner and for pricing it too
high for local consumers to afford.

Mumbai-based Cipla already has been selling sorafenib, the
generic version of Nexavar, since 2010, after Bayer's legal
attempts in India to block the drug failed. Bayer then brought a
patent infringement case against Cipla in India, which is
continuing.

On Friday, Cipla said it would cut the price of its generic version of Nexavar to 6,840 rupees ($128) for a
month's supply from 28,000 rupees ($523). Bayer's patented medicine costs 280,000 ($5,234) for a month.
Cipla also slashed the cost of its copies of AstraZeneca PLC's lung-cancer drug Iressa by almost 60%, and brain-
cancer drug temozolamide by 75%. Bayer declined to comment on Cipla's move, while AstraZeneca couldn't
immediately be reached for comment.

Y. K. Hamied, Cipla's chairman and managing director, cast the move as an attempt to bring cheap cancer
medicines to the world, just as the company became a champion of HIV patients in Africa a decade ago by using
its cheaper manufacturing base to sell AIDS drugs at a deep discount.

"We had taken the lead to provide affordable medicine for AIDS and I think the time has now come—10 years
later—when we do a similar thing for cancer," Mr. Hamied said in an interview.

Cipla plans to later sell these low-price cancer drugs in other developing countries, he added. "Wherever there
are no intellectual-property restrictions, we'll launch these drugs. Wherever there are intellectual-property
restrictions we'll abide by the law of the land."
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Foreign companies are likely to be concerned that medicine prices could fall further in India if patent offices
and local courts continue to challenge patents recognized elsewhere.

Other countries in the past have forced foreign drug companies to issue licenses for drugs patented elsewhere.
In 2007, Thailand revoked a patent for U.S. firm Abbott Laboratories' blockbuster AIDS medicine to allow
generic producers to make cheaper versions.

Big pharmaceutical companies want to sell in India, a country of 1.2 billion people with an economy growing at
over 6% per year. But these companies argue that—unlike generics producers, who typically copy drugs that
come off patent—they need intellectual-property protection to fund the high cost of research. The drug
industry says new medicines can take a decade and cost more than $1 billion to develop.

Richard Bergstrom, director general of the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and
Associations, said Western drug makers were concerned about the move to force companies to issue licenses
for drugs. India, he added, should seek other ways to work with foreign companies to get drugs to poor people.

Many foreign companies have pushed tiered pricing, in which they offer a drug at different costs, depending on
a country's level of development.

"Compulsory licenses should only be the last resort, when all other options have failed," Mr. Bergstrom said.

India has declined to defend patents on a number of occasions previously, contending that the Indian system
fosters a competitive environment that keeps prices low so that the country's vast and mostly poor population
can afford medicines.

The patent office and courts in recent years have rejected patents on expensive cancer medicines, including
Novartis SA's Glivec. Novartis is challenging the rejection and India's Supreme Court is expected to make a
ruling in July.

—Sten Stovall and Sarah Sloat contributed to this article.
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